
Our infant program ensures 

that babies receive the personal 

one on one attention that they 

need to develop trust for the 

world around them.  Infants are 

held, cuddled, talked to and 

sang to throughout the day.  We 

work closely with parents to 

develop each infants daily 

schedule.  Flexibility with 

infants is key and our staff 

understands and appreciates 

this fact.  Parents are kept 

informed of their child's 

activities through a daily sheet 

that shows meal and nap times, 

activities and their child's likes 

and dislikes.

Cuddle Bug Room:
6 weeks-12 months

Infant Program

Dragonfly Room:
12 months-24 months

Young Toddler Program
When children begin walking 

alone they graduate to our 

Caterpillar Room.  At this age, 

children develop a greater 

independence, but still have a 

strong need for one on one 

affection and attention.  

Toddlers are encouraged to 

explore and discover new things 

with guidance and encouragement 

from our teachers.  At this age a 

more structured scheduled is 

also introduced.  This helps 

children feel more secure by 

providing them with a sense of 

expectation of things to come.  

Our Caterpillar room is equipped 

with the latest in age appropriate 

toys and activity centers so each 

child is fully engaged and 

enjoying each day.

Our Pre-K program helps children 

develop the skills necessary to 

ensure a successful beginning to 

their school career.  Each child is 

a unique learner and at Giggle and 

Grow, individual attention is top 

priority.  We keep our group 

sizes small so that the children 

are able to work with their 

teacher to reach their full 

potential.  

Children work on reading and 

writing skills, math readiness, 

science discovery projects, social 

studies and music appreciation.  

With the assistance of each 

family, assessments are 

conducted throughout the year 

to ensure that all children are on 

the path to success.

Grasshopper Room: 
Pre-K

Pre-k Program



A day in the Cuddle Bug 

Room Includes:
●FINE MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

✔Pinching grasping

✔Using a spoon Stacking

●GROSS MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

✔Crawling Sitting

✔Tummy time Rolling

●MUSIC APPRECIATION

✔Singing Instruments

✔Dancing

●LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

✔Story time Finger plays

✔Flannel board Labeling

✔Imitating Baby sign language

●SENSORY ACTIVITIES

✔Feeling, touching, smelling, looking, 

hearing

●BABY BRAIN BUILDING

✔Cause and effect

✔Object permanence

And much, much more!!!

Tuition

* Includes catered lunch daily

A day in the Dragonfly 

Room Includes:

●FINE MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

✔Manipulative    Small block play

✔Puzzles Sensory play

●GROSS MOTOR DEVELOPMENT

✔Climbing Jumping

✔Ball throwing     Balancing

●MUSIC APPRECIATION

✔Singing Instruments

✔Dancing

●LANGUAGE DEVELOPMENT

✔Story time Finger plays

✔Flannel board         Labeling

●ARTS AND CRAFTS

✔Coloring Gluing

✔Painting

And much, much more!!!

Tuition

* Includes catered lunch daily

A day in the Grasshopper 

Room Includes:

●LANGUAGE ARTS

✔Houghton Mifflin Pre-K Curriculum

✔Fun with Phonics

✔Writing skills development

✔Reading motivation program

●MATH SKILLS DEVELOPMENT

✔Different concepts each month

✔Sorting Counting to 100

✔Graphing Addition/Subtractions

●MUSIC APPRECIATION

✔Singing Instruments

✔Dancing Rhythms

●SCIENCE ACTIVITIES

✔Weather Nature activities

✔Solar system     Discovery projects

✔Classroom pets

And much, much more!!!

Tuition

77/week

* Includes catered lunch


